2022 - 2023

Hello.
Welcome to Horses4Causes very first 50(ish) To Follow for the national hunt season.
The aim is for this to be a live 50 to follow and it will be continually be updated as the
season progresses. Those of you who have signed up to receive a copy will be kept up to
date with the latest runners and results as well as any additions made throughout the
season.
Inside we will take a look at horses who are joining the sphere for their first season, those
who will be progressing from last years bumpers and embarking on a second season
under rules. The more seasoned and progressive second season sorts and everything all
the way through to last years star performers who will be looking towards festival glory
again - come what March.
We also take a look at a few early season stand out races from a betting perspective and
this is one of the sections that will be under constant review. We will add in more races and
potential plots as pathways become more apparent and bookmakers begin to open up
markets on more races.
Finally you will see our current Ante Post fancies, another area that will need to be
monitored for change as we start to gain a clearer picture of who’s going where and when.
Now - personally I'm not a huge ante post player so the aim is to build a little bit of a betting
bank in the form of small stakes bets when it comes to the festivals.
Thank you, and most importantly - enjoy.

Gordon Millard, H4C Founder
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AUTHORISED SPEED

BONTTAY

5-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER G L Moore
SIRE Authorized (IRE)
DAM Tangaspeed (FR)
DAM’S SIRE Vertical Speed (FR)

5-y-o bay filly
TRAINER F O'Brien
SIRE Westerner (UK)
DAM Ben's Turn (IRE)
DAM’S SIRE Saddlers' Hall (IRE)

Bumper winner at the 3rd time of asking at
Newbury and not disgraced stepped up in
grade since. Managed a decent 5th in the
Champion Bumper at Cheltenham in
behind Facile Vega back in March.
Out of a Derby winner and Dams Sire was
second in the St Leger so has plenty of
stamina in the makeup and will be a very
interesting one to follow now embarking on
a career over obstacles.
Went into the Champion Bumper with a
mark of 124 and will be very capable of
putting that mark to good use in handicap
company this term.
Ought to have bags of stamina and looks
the sort that will eventually make a decent
Chaser too.

3/3 in bumpers last term including 2 wins
at Cheltenham, the latest coming in a
Listed event at the November meeting.
Has been wrapped up since that run by
trainer Fergal O Brien and will no doubt be
ready to go at the first time of asking this
year.
Out of the high class, multiple Group 1
winning stayer Westerner who was also
runner up in the Arc.
One that we have only just scratched the
surface with and has much more to offer.
Further potential will be unleashed given a
stiffer test of stamina and will come into
her own on softer ground. Exciting
prospect.
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BUTCH

CHURCHILLS BOY

5-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER Olly Murphy
SIRE Kayf Tara (UK)
DAM Leading On (UK)
DAM’S SIRE Presenting (UK)

5-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER N J Gifford
SIRE Malinas (GER)
DAM Lindas Last (IRE)
DAM’S SIRE Bach (IRE)

Runner up on sole start to date in behind
another leading prospect Crambo. That
run was far more encouraging than at first
glance as he did not look fully fit that day
and is one that will certainly appreciate an
obstacle or two to get over.
Out of dual Ascot Gold Cup winner and 3
times leading stayer Kayf Tara who also
gave us in recent years the legend that is
Thistlecrack a dour stayer in his own right.
Will no doubt make up into a decent
staying Chaser in time but will still have
plenty to offer in the coming months and
ought to pick up a couple of decent novice
hurdles races and maybe even a tilt at
something like the Sefton Novice at
Aintree in April. Potential Grade 1 Stayer in
the making that will be a very interesting
watch over the next couple of years.

Went into our tracker following his
demolition of the field on his sole start to
date. Yes he didn’t appear to beat much
that day but did so in very convincing
fashion and in very testing conditions.
Out of Malinas who is an above average
sire and high class colt up to 12f. German
Derby runner up.
Ought to be capable of picking up a couple
of middle distance handicaps this term and
will be a very interesting watch in the mud.
One for the longer term however and one
that could possibly enter your trackers as a
future Marathon Chaser come Grand
National prospect.
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CRAMBO

DON HOLLOW

5-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER F O'Brien
SIRE Saddler Maker (IRE)
DAM Cardline (FR)
DAM’S SIRE Martaline (UK)

5-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER D Skelton
SIRE Soldier Hollow (UK)
DAM Donna Philippa (GER)
DAM’S SIRE Sternkoenig (IRE)

Dual bumper winner last term with the later
of those two wins coming under a
penalty,giving away 7lb to his closest
rivals. Looked strong at the finish on both
wins to date and both victories have come
on soft ground.
Out of the lightly raced son of Sadler’s
Wells, Saddler Maker who looks a very
decent sire having already produced
Bristol De Mai, Janika, Apples Jade to
mention just a few.
Very smartly put together and holds plenty
of potential for the season ahead and will
pick up novice events before possible
targets at the Cheltenham Festival. Middle
distance likely to be the aim and will relish
softer conditions.

A winner on his only start to date back in
February when fending off efforts from a
couple of above average looking sorts
from top yards. Showed plenty of tenacity
to get up in the final strides and should
have a decent future ahead.
Out of Soldier Hollow the leading German
sire who was a top class performer up to
10f.
Very similarly put together as the former
Willie Mullins inmate Arctic Fire and it
would be no surprise to see this Dan
Skelton gelding going on to have an
equally successful career. Ought to be
able to pick up a couple of decent
handicaps early season and will no doubt
be aimed at maybe a grade 3 handicap
hurdle later season. Possible county
hurdle contender for the Cheltenham
Festival.

When a child or young adult is diagnosed with a life limiting condition, Naomi
House & Jacksplace becomes their home from home. Their nursing, care, play
and family support teams are experts in delivering the crucial emotional, spiritual,
developmental, clinical and holistic care that children and young adults with some
of the most complex medical needs require.
They offer vital respite support, giving families the chance to recharge their batteries and
regroup in a calm, fun and welcoming environment. In times of emergency we’re there,
giving families the help they need through difficult times. And at the end of a child or
young adult’s life, we pull out all the stops to give them a peaceful and dignified end,
surrounded by loved ones.
See how you can get involved and support our chosen charity here.
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LEAVE
OF ABSENCE

LILY
DU BERLAIS

5-y-o chestnut gelding
TRAINER C Gordon
SIRE Masked Marvel (UK)
DAM To Much Fun (UK)
DAM’S SIRE Act One (FR)

6-y-o bay mare
TRAINER S R B Crawford
SIRE Shirocco (GER)
DAM Lolita Du Berlais (FR)
DAM’S SIRE Dream Well (FR)

Back to back bumper wins on his first two
runs for Chris Gordon and followed them
up with a very good 3rd in a Grade 2
Bumper at Aintree National Festival.
Comfortably put away a well put together
horse from the Nicky Henderson stable in
Boom Boom on both occasions when
winning and did so most recently giving
him 12lb in the weights.
Out of promising young sire Masked
Marvel who himself is a St Leger winner
from a very good German family. Still early
days for this progeny but early signs are
encouraging with around a 21% win strike
over obstacles.
Will no doubt pick up his fair share of
races this term and will be very carefully
placed by this shrewd yard. Might not be
one for the big festivals but will more than
pay for his feed this season and beyond
gradually stepping up in trip.

2 from 2 in bumpers with her races coming
almost 12 months apart. Latest win has
some substance to the form and this mare
is a very interesting late blooming novice.
Out of the outstanding Breeders Cup and
Coronation Cup winner Shirocco who
surely needs very little introduction.
Produced possibly the most notorious
Mare in recent history Annie Power
alongside numerous graded winners and
150+ rated horses.
Will be an interesting wait to see how this
one progresses and where her possible
targets may sit but ought to pick up
enough to pay the bills in and around the
novice circuit and off into handicaps.
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LOOKAWAY

LUCCIA

5-y-o chestnut gelding
TRAINER N B King
SIRE Ask (UK)
DAM Barrack's Choice (IRE)
DAM’S SIRE Westerner (UK)

4-y-o chestnut filly
TRAINER N J Henderson
SIRE The Gurkha (IRE)
DAM Earth Amber (UK)
DAM’S SIRE Hurricane Run (IRE)

2 from 2 in Bumpers and already a Grade
2 winner at Aintree. Stayed on very well on
both occasions and holds plenty of
promise for the season ahead.
Out of Group 1 winner and winner up to 2
mile Ask and the lightly raced Barracks
Choice who is herself out of the top class
Westerner.
Stamina aplenty in the breeding and ought
to pick up races over further this term. In
the hands of a shrewd trainer and will no
doubt be well placed. Will make up into a
decent staying chaser next term but for the
time being a busy season can be
expected, will most likely pick up a few
handicap races before being aimed at
graded events.One for the earlier part of
the season.

Dual bumper winner who followed up his
debut win with a comfortable demolition of
a very good looking field in a Listed race at
Sandown. Both wins have come on soft
ground so far and whilst she will cope with
any conditions, breeding suggests some
cut will bring out the best in her.
Out of The Gurkha who is a French 2000
Guineas winner from the Galileo bloodline.
Also closely related to Arc winner Solemia.
Still early days for this one’s crop of
jumpers but a very exciting line to follow.
An exciting juvenile who will be brought
along very gently and will no doubt be held
in high regard given what she has shown
to date. Possible target at the festival
could be the Mares Novice Hurdle for
which she is currently priced at around 9/1

ONEWAYORTOTHER
4-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER T Lawes
SIRE Great Pretender (IRE)
DAM Betwixt (IRE)
DAM’S SIRE Sinndar (FR)
Won very convincingly on sole start to date
and did so despite looking very green that
day.Race has worked out fairly well without
too much coming from it but enough to offer
encouragement that T Lawes has a decent
prospect on his hands here.
Out of the very lightly raced Great
Pretender
who
holds
no
progeny
background to call from but he himself is
out of Kings Theatre so comes from very
good stock that has given us the likes of
Cue Card, Captain Chris and The New One
in recent years.
One that has possibly snuck under the
radar slightly here and could well be a
potential G1 contender come the festival in
March. Possible targets at the November
meeting too but hard to say from this
wildcard just yet.
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TRAINERS QUOTE
“Onewayortother is doing
really well, he has matured
very nicely over the summer
and will go straight hurdling.
His schooling has been very
good, we will start him off
somewhere quiet and go from
there.”
-Toby Lawes
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POETIC MUSIC
4-y-o chestnut filly
TRAINER F O'Brien
SIRE Poet's Voice (UK)
DAM Mofeyda (IRE)
DAM’S SIRE Mtoto (UK)
Won on her first 3 starts under rules
including a Listed event at Cheltenham in
January. Put in a great effort at the
Cheltenham Festival to finish 6th behind
Facile Vega. She was the only 4 year old
in the field that day and the only Filly too
so has shown that already at her young
age she can mix it with the big boys.
Out of top class miler Poets Voice who has
had a good start with progeny on the flat
and is just starting to produce a couple of
eye catching sorts over obstacles.
This one could show bounds of
improvement this term and should she do
so maybe in November at the Open
Meeting the current 33/1 available for the
Mares Novice Hurdle at the festival won't
be there for long.
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QUEENS GAMBLE
4-y-o chestnut filly
TRAINER O Sherwood
SIRE Getaway (GER)
DAM Gambling Girl (IRE)
DAM’S SIRE Hawk Wing (USA)
Very impressive on debut when putting to
the sword a very promising looking sort in
Mullenberg who is not a bad yardstick in
the Bumper sphere from last term.
Out of the very high class stayer and dual
G1 winner over in Germany, Getaway and
is the first out of Gambling Girl who herself
was a grade 3 novice hurdle winner for
Jessica Harrington. Very exciting prospect
who has been cheekily put together.
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TRAINERS QUOTE
“Queens Gamble will
probably stay in bumpers
and aim for the listed bumper
back at Celtenham. She is a
lovely filly who is tough and
gets the job done.”
-Oliver Sherwood
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SPECIAL CADEAU
4-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER W P Mullins
SIRE Nathaniel (IRE)
DAM Speciosa (IRE)
DAM’S SIRE Danehill Dancer (IRE)
Won on his only start to date for Pam Sly
but has been sent across the water to the
maestro that is Willie Mullins by owners
Clipper Logistics.
Out of the highly rated and top class sire
Nathaniel who has given us possibly some
of the best flat performers of all time and is
now producing a few top class jumpers,
most notably Zanahiyr.
We are going to go out on a limb here and
even we think it sounds a little crazy but
expect to see this one at possibly
Punchestown
in
December
and
Leopardstown in Feb before a tilt at the
Triumph Hurdle or the Supreme Novice at
the festival.
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“How do you make
a small fortune out of
horses?
Start with a
large fortune.”
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BOMBS AWAY

COMPLETE
UNKNOWN

6-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER Olly Murphy
SIRE Westerner (UK)
DAM Miss Greinton (GER)
DAM’S SIRE Greinton (UK)
Winner of a Maiden on reappearance last
term in November with that race having
produced plenty of encouraging form
since. Followed that up with a good 2nd
next time out behind North Lodge who has
gone on to win a G2 event and place in
two others, most recently at Aintree in April
behind Three Stripe Life. Back in 3rd that
day was Richmond Lake who followed up
with a 27 length victory before finishing
2nd behind Jonbon at Haydock.
This son of Westerner will no doubt
improve stepped up in trip and will have
plenty to offer this season before making
up into a very good chaser.
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6-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER P F Nicholls
SIRE Dylan Thomas (IRE)
DAM Silver Stream (IRE)
DAM’S SIRE Milan (UK)
Ultra consistent as a novice last term
racking up numerous placed efforts before
landing a Grade 3 event at Sandown and
a further runners up medal in a Listed race
at Perth when upped to 3 miles for the first
time.
This one's future could lie anywhere as he
looks so versatile with conditions and trip
but we really want to see him over the
bigger obstacles and feel that is where he
will be at his absolute best. Do not be
surprised if you see him flop or even miss
Cheltenham and maybe pick up a race at
Aintree in April to finish off his season.
Looks the sort who will appreciate the flat,
sharp test that Aintree can provide.
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EL FABIO
5-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER W P Mullins
SIRE Spanish Moon (USA)
DAM Sainte Mante (FR)
DAM’S SIRE Saint Des Saints (FR)
A comfortable winner of an ordinary
maiden on his first start for Willie Mullins
before being pitched right in at the deep
end at Aintree where he was only narrowly
denied a Grade 1 victory by the top class
Jonbon. Followed that up with another
comfortable success over an above
average looking field at Punchestown to
end a very light campaign. Holds absolute
bags of potential and will make up into a
top class staying chaser, will be interesting
to see where he goes this term but for us,
Willie has a potential future Gold Cup
winner on his hands.
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FIRST STREET

GALIA DES LITEAUX

5-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER N J Henderson
SIRE Golden Horn (UK)
DAM Ladys First (UK)
DAM’S SIRE Dutch Art (UK)

6-y-o bay mare
TRAINER D Skelton
SIRE Saddler Maker (IRE)
DAM Serie Love (FR)
DAM’S SIRE Agent Bleu (FR)

With 3 wins on the board so far ranging
from 2 mile to 2 mile 5f, First Street has
won on both good and soft ground proving to be a versatile performer for
Nicky Henderson. Golden Horn has had a
fantastic start with his progeny over
obstacles with around a 60% win strike
from 20 or so runners. His only starter over
fences Byzantine Empire duly obliged,
showing that there is potential for this one
to become an equally effective chaser too.

Very lightly raced 6 year old who won very
comfortably on debut for Dan Skelton
before putting in a couple of stellar efforts
in much deeper company. Potential for lots
of improvement this term having been
brought along very gently. Dam sire has a
great record over fences which will add to
the yards headache of where to send this
one this term but that’s not a bad problem
to have I guess. Will love the soft ground
and has plenty of stamina too and a good
test over 2 mile 4f will be best I feel. Grade
3 handicaps will be a potential target
before a tilt over fences.. She’s a big mare
who will stay further and get 3 miles for
sure in time.

First Street can be forgiven his latest run
at Aintree where things did not go to plan
in a race won by Jonbon, and is possibly
best judged on the run prior to that when
only narrowly denied by Irish Champion
Hurdler State Man. Was a tad unfortunate
when short of room that day too proving
that when things drop right this one is a
top class performer. Will be very
interesting to see which path is chosen by
Seven Barrows and we would be very
excited to see him tackle the bigger
obstacles this term.
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Visit our Etsy Store!
You can find the perfect gift over at our Etsy store - great for the family racing fanatic, or even
a treat for yourself. And the best thing is - a massive 25% of sales (excluding postage and
packaging) goes straight to our chosen charity. It’s a win - win.
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HACKER
DES PLACES
5-y-o grey gelding
TRAINER P F Nicholls
SIRE Great Pretender (IRE)
DAM Plaisance (FR)
DAM’S SIRE Le Havre (IRE)
Consistent last term picking up a couple of
placed efforts as well as two wins on good
to soft and his preferred heavy ground. Not
an obvious sort to want further but
breeding suggests that 2 mile 4f would not
be beyond him and would also be another
that would hold plenty of potential over
fences. His 3rd in the Imperial Cup was
better than at first glance, finished best of
all the younger horses in that field by quite
some distance and with another season's
growth under the belt could offer plenty of
improvement. Skipped Cheltenham and
went to Aintree and could follow a similar
path this term.
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HAUTE ESTIME
5-y-o bay mare
TRAINER Miss Lucinda V Russell
SIRE Walk In The Park (IRE)
DAM Terre Haute (IRE)
DAM’S SIRE Oscar (IRE)
Progressive last term picking up a listed
race at Haydock when stepped up in trip.
Was possibly caught out by the heavy
ground at Sandown next time out but
returned with a shock 3rd at 100/1 stepped
up in trip again in the Sefton Novice at
Aintree in behind hot prospect Gelino
Bello.
Sire is responsible for Douvan, Min,
Jonbon and Walk In The Mill in recent
years so that tells you of the potential this
one could hold. Will eventually make up
into a very good chaser but has further
potential to unlock over hurdles first.
Possible targets could be the Fighting Fifth
at Newcastle, Champion Hurdle Trial or
Swinton Handicap at Haydock, and an
eventual run at the festival. There will also
be mares races that could be of interest
but has proved more than up to the task
pitched in against the boys.
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I AM MAXIMUS

KANDOO KID

6-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER N J Henderson
SIRE Authorized (IRE)
DAM Polysheba (FR)
DAM’S SIRE Poliglote (FR)

6-y-o grey gelding
TRAINER P F Nicholls
SIRE Kapgarde (FR)
DAM Scarlett Du Mesnil (IRE)
DAM’S SIRE Muhtathir (UK)

Consistent last term but without living up to
his full potential. Nicky Henderson’s yard
by his own high standards however as a
whole didn’t quite get going as expected
and that possibly seems a little harsh for a
yard that has had a near 20% strike in the
last 12 months. It is only by his own
standards and you would normally expect
to see that figure a little higher at around
25%. Fractions I know but that can make
all the difference at the very highest level.
Still lightly raced and open to plenty of
improvement, already has the beating of
horses now rated 150+. Full brother to
Goshen and can count Tiger Roll and
Nichols Canyon amongst his relatives. A
further step up in trip could not be ruled
out as a key to unlock further potential and
will improve again when tackling fences.

Very gently handled, talented individual
who was last seen winning a novice event
at Ascot last October. Has been wrapped
up since then and is clearly not the easiest
to get right. When he is right however he is
more than capable. Latest win has proven
to be a fairly decent one with numerous
wins and graded placed efforts coming
from that race since. Ran through the line
very strongly for that win hinting that a step
up in trip could unlock more and that is
only backed up looking at the breeding.
Massive potential for improvement this
term should he be in sound health.
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MOKA DE VASSY
4-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER Mrs J Williams
SIRE Karaktar (IRE)
DAM Mona Vassy (FR)
DAM’S SIRE Sleeping Car (FR)
Two very ordinary runs before putting in a
surprise effort to finish 2nd at 50/1 in the
Triumph Hurdle trial at Cheltenham. Was
far from disgraced in his follow up race the
Coral Adonis grade 2 at Kempton in Feb
and has been wrapped up since. One of
the first crop of foals from the Aga Khan’s
Karaktar who is himself out of the excellent
High Chapparal that produced Altior. Will
possibly work his way up the ratings in
handicaps, being upped in trip this term
and hopefully finding a couple of decent
graded wins too. Will win races for a yard
that doesn’t waste much ammo.
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NORTH LODGE
5-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER A King
SIRE Presenting (UK)
DAM Saddleeruppat (IRE)
DAM’S SIRE Saddlers' Hall (IRE)
We have been impressed with this one
from the word go. Won on debut at Aintree
and that race has worked out particularly
well since.
The 3rd that day finished close up behind
the highly regarded Jonbon and winner
after winner kept coming from that race.
Quickly followed that up with a comfortable
grade 2 win in the Ballymore Novice hurdle
at Cheltenham in January a race that has
had its depth questioned since but if
further proof of this ones credentials were
needed then his next two runs would
provide that.
Narrowly touched off under a penalty in
another grade 2 at Kelso and then closed
his season with a bold bid in the grade 1
Mersey Novice hurdle at Aintree.
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Was up against older more experienced
rivals that day and was far from disgraced
back in 3rd. A full brother to the top class
Yorkhill and already looks to be following
in his footsteps.
Will make up into a good chaser but could
still have a few potential targets over
hurdles before that. No prices available as
yet but a tilt at the Golden Miller (Turners
Novice Chase) could be on the cards.

“Horse racing is
animated roulette.”
-Roger Khan
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PORTICELLO

REE OKKA

4-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER G L Moore
SIRE Sholokhov (IRE)
DAM Chinawood (FR)
DAM’S SIRE Chichicastenango (FR)

6-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER Harry Fry
SIRE Getaway (GER)
DAM Presenteea (IRE)
DAM’S SIRE Presenting (UK)

Winner of a Listed hurdle on first run for
the yard and followed that up with a
narrow defeat to grade 1 winner Knight
Salute. Didn’t need to wait long before
gaining that grade 1 win however and did
so at the next time of asking, comfortably
going away from the field in testing
conditions at Chepstow to take the Coral
Finale Juvenile Hurdle. Another trouncing
of a juvenile field would follow before
closing his season out with a bold but
failed bid from the front in the Triumph
Hurdle. Could possibly drop back into a
couple of valuable handicaps this term to
give more options but I'm sure that will be
a last resort should no realistic
opportunities present themself. Will make
an excellent chaser but could be waited
with before facing the bigger obstacles. An
interesting puzzle for Gary Moore to solve.

Fairly lightly raced 6 year old who made a
very promising start to his career last term
when finishing runner up behind a future
grade 1 winner before beating a very
promising looking sort from the Paul
Nicholls stable in Complete Unknown.
Another convincing win would follow
before falling well short in a grade 3
handicap at Sandown. Was quickly
wrapped up after that and has not been
seen since. That race possibly came too
soon and better can be expected from one
that goes well fresh this term. Fences may
hold the key to improvement this term and
a race like the Scilly Isles at Sandown or
the Brown Advisory could be amongst
possible targets. The Kauto Star Novice
Chase at Kempton in December could also
be a very live target depending on where
the team thinks he is. Has won over CD
previously.
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SAMARRIVE

STAG HORN

5-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER P F Nicholls
SIRE Coastal Path (UK)
DAM Sambirane (FR)
DAM’S SIRE Apeldoorn (FR)

5-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER Archie Watson
SIRE Golden Horn (UK)
DAM Starfala (UK)
DAM’S SIRE Galileo (IRE)

3 wins from just 6 runs for Paul Nicholls
and already a Listed winner for the
champion trainer. Latest win was a very
comfortable one from a mark of 137 in a
Class 2 handicap back in April. Was
stepping up in trip for the first time on that
occasion and being out of prolific high
class stayer Coastal Path will have plenty
more to offer over even further as well as
over bigger obstacles too. Options will no
doubt be wide open for this one but pay
particular attention if he turns up at
Sandown where he has won 2 of his 3
starts.

Impeccably well bred horse on paper who
did not disappoint on the flat for this yard
picking up 5 races and running up to a
mark of 108. Made a very pleasing start to
his career over hurdles too winning his first
2 races, one of which was a decent grade
2 novice event at Warwick. Didn’t really
kick on from that in two runs upped in trip
to 3 miles and again dropped in at the
deep end in Grade 1 company at both the
Cheltenham and Aintree festivals. Will be
interesting again this term if the right
targets are sought. Still only 5 years old
and will have races to exploit from his
current mark this Winter. Possible targets
again for the festival will depend very
much on how the yard sees this one's
future but earlier targets could be the
Silver Trophy at Chepstow or maybe the
Lanzarote at Kempton.
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TEDDY BLUE

THUNDER ROCK

4-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER G L Moore
SIRE Sea The Moon (GER)
DAM Tickle Me Blue (GER)
DAM’S SIRE Iffraaj (GER)

6-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER Olly Murphy
SIRE Shirocco (GER)
DAM La Belle Sauvage (UK)
DAM’S SIRE Old Vic (UK)

Not quite up to the task when pitched into
the grade 1 Triumph Hurdle at this year's
Cheltenham festival but had previously run
subsequent grade 1 winner and far more
experienced Knight Salute to within 4
lengths at Kempton. Very well bred and
should make up into a decent chaser in
time and that could well be the long term
plan but at only 4 years old with a rating of
134 there will be plenty of exploitable
targets over hurdles for this yard. Will stay
a little further and runs at Wincanton,
Kempton, Newbury, Fontwell or Sandown
would be significant for the Sussex
trainer.The Berkshire Novice chase at
Newbury would rate an interesting target
should they decide to go chasing.

Already has 5 wins from 8 runs under rules
to his name but despite that, given his
breeding more can still be expected this
term. This half brother to the almighty
Annie Power should come on in bounds
for a switch to the bigger obstacles, will
stay 3 mile and could possibly find
improvement for a step up in trip. When
winning he has always run through the line
strongly and with a little in hand. Ultra
consistent and very genuine, and will take
some beating if over the last with a
chance. An early tilt at something like the
West Yorkshire Hurdle couldn’t be ruled
out to try the 3 mile trip at a track where he
is already a winner, Wetherby. Chasing is
where we see the improvement coming
however.
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TOO FRIENDLY

TROLLEY BOY

4-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER D Skelton
SIRE Camelot (UK)
DAM Chatline (IRE)
DAM’S SIRE One Cool Cat (USA)

4-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER N P Mulholland
SIRE Casamento (IRE)
DAM Where I Be (UK)
DAM’S SIRE Dubawi (IRE)

Took to hurdles very well following a switch
from George Scott to Dan Skelton last
term and won his first two races in this
sphere. Was quickly entered into better
company and acquitted himself very well,
behind Subsequent Grade 1 winner Knight
Salute before putting in another big effort
at Cheltenham. His run at Aintree in that
subsequent grade 1 possibly came a little
too soon afterwards and excuses can
certainly be made. Possibly not going to
want much more than the 2 miles and not
certain to want the bigger obstacles either
but this yard will have his future mapped
out. The Greatwood Hurdle at Cheltenham
in November would be a nice early season
target.

3 runs to date, finished just in behind
Poetic Music on debut, who has gone on
to win a Listed bumper and also ran
respectably in the Champion bumper at
the Cheltenham festival to finish 6th. And
followed that up himself with a modest
bumper win before winning over hurdles at
the first time of asking in a race that has
produced 2 subsequent winners. Has just
done enough on his last two starts and
only in average company but holds plenty
more potential this term. Not one that is
an obvious type to hit the heady heights of
the Cheltenham festival but will certainly
be worth watching as he makes his way
through into handicaps this term.
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WEST CORK
8-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER D Skelton
SIRE Midnight Legend (UK)
DAM Calamintha (UK)
DAM’S SIRE Mtoto (UK)
A very lightly raced 8 year old in the hands
of Dan Skelton who could still have some
improvement to offer this season. Has
placed or better on 8 of the 10 occasions
he has run, falling once when making good
headway in a very decent looking race and
finishing 5th in a grade 3 at Ascot on the
other two occasions.Was 4th at this years
festival in the County hurdle but has
improved since that run and will have more
to offer now. Current mark of 144 looks
very workable and there will be a couple of
big races in this boy for the Skelton’s again
this season. There is plenty in the
breeding to suggest that he would stay
further than the 2 mile trips he has been
seen in to date and we would be very
interested to see this one take on a few
extra furlongs. Won the Greatwood hurdle
last November and would go close again
should he turn up there this year
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“Why should you
never be rude to
a jump jockey?”
In case he takes
a-fence.”
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ALLAHO

BLAZING KHAL

8-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER W P Mullins
SIRE No Risk At All (FR)
DAM Idaho Falls (FR)
DAM’S SIRE Turgeon (USA)

6-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER C Byrnes
SIRE Kalanisi (IRE)
DAM Blazing Sonnet (IRE)
DAM’S SIRE Oscar (IRE)

A Cheltenham regular having been seen at
the festival for 4 straight years. His first
two attempts ended in defeat in the Albert
Bartlett and the RSA novice chase but has
since won back to back Ryanair Chase’s
and it would be no surprise should he turn
up to try and complete the hat trick.
Following his latest run however when
absolutely hosing up in the Punchestown
Gold Cup we would love to see this one
line up for a long overdue tilt at the big
one, the Cheltenham Gold Cup. He has
been in our tracker for 3 years now as a
potential Gold Cup winner and should he
line up I think he might just prove us right.

An impressive winner twice last winter at
Cheltenham beating top rated Novice,
Gelino Bello comfortably on both
occasions. Disappointingly missed the
festival however and has not been seen
since those back to back wins. It will be
very interesting to see if he stays over
hurdles this term or whether he will take a
tilt over the bigger obstacles. Our
preference
would
be
the
former
culminating in a run in the Stayers hurdle
come April, but should he take just as well
to the bigger obstacles then he would be a
tempting price for one of the Novice
Chases too.

CURRENT PRICES
Ryanair 7/4
Gold Cup 9/1

CURRENT PRICES
Stayers hurdle 16/1
Browns Advisory 20/1
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GAILLARD
DU MESNIL

GELINO
BELLO

6-y-o g gelding
TRAINER W P Mullins
SIRE Saint Des Saints (FR)
DAM Athena Du Mesnil (FR)
DAM’S SIRE Al Namis (FR)

TRAINER P F Nicholls
SIRE Saint Des Saints (FR)
DAM Parade (FR)
DAM’S SIRE Robin Des Champs (FR)

Has run very well in defeat twice already at
the Cheltenham Festival but could well act
as a replacement for Allaho this year in the
Ryanair chase and that is a race that we
feel he could go ahead and win
comfortably in his stablemate’s absence.
Of course Willie Mullins will keep us
guessing as he likes to play his hand very
late with his entries but that would be our
preferred route. I wouldn’t however rule
out the Gold Cup for this one either but
only the maestro will know the real plan.

CURRENT PRICES
National Hunt Chase 7/1
Gold Cup 50/1
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One that we have spoken of plenty
throughout this guide and one that rates
very highly for the Paul Nicholls yard.
Skipped Cheltenham last year in
preference for Aintree which proved to be
a good move as he comfortably took the
Sefton Novice and avoided any strong
challengers from across the water. Could
well skip again but we feel there will be a
race that takes the eye this year. It will
most likely be one of the novice chases
should things pan out as we see them or
he could skip again altogether and head
straight to Aintree for a tilt at either the
Manifesto or the Mildmay, both of which
would be an ideal target.

CURRENT PRICES
Brown Advisory 16/1
Turners Novice 16/1
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GENTLEMAN
DU MEE
6-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER W P Mullins
SIRE Saint Des Saints (FR)
DAM Koeur De Mee (FR)
DAM’S SIRE Video Rock (FR)
Has quickly made up into a top class
chaser following a short and unsuccessful
stint over hurdles. Took the grade 1
Maghull Novice Chase at Aintree having
skipped Cheltenham to finish off a very
pleasing first season over fences. Another
who is not sure to head to the Festival but
if he does the route will most likely be the
Queen Mother Champion Chase, a race
won by this yard's Energumene last term
to give them a first ever win in the race.
Last year's winner looks poised to line up
again however which could mean a
deflection of targets for this one. The
Clarence House at Ascot in January or the
Dublin Chase at Leopardstown in February
would be other notable targets.

CURRENT PRICES
Champion Chase 14/1
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LANGER DAN
6-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER D Skelton
SIRE Ocovango (UK)
DAM What A Fashion (IRE)
DAM’S SIRE Milan (UK)
Ever the bridesmaid when it comes to the
Cheltenham Festival and will be fancied
once more to break his festival duck come
March. Has not been seen out until
February when his short campaign has
started for the past two years so unless
the plan has changed then I would expect
a
long
wait
before
this
one’s
reappearance. Often needs a first run and
will come on for it in bounds so keep the
powder dry on that first run and expect a
big couple of runs following that. 2nd in the
Martin Pipe 2 years back and brought
down early doors when favourite last year.
Will the target remain the same? I guess
so but a step up in trip and a tilt at the
stayers hurdle could not be ruled out. A trip
to Aintree in April could be on the cards too
following his win their last term.

CURRENT PRICES
Stayers Hurdle 25/1
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MARIE’S ROCK

STATE MAN

7-y-o bay mare
TRAINER N J Henderson
SIRE Milan (UK)
DAM By The Hour (IRE)
DAM’S SIRE Flemensfirth (USA)

5-y-o chestnut gelding
TRAINER W P Mullins
SIRE Doctor Dino (FR)
DAM Arret Station (FR)
DAM’S SIRE Johann Quatz (FR)

Somewhat of a late bloomer but she was
very much worth the wait winning 3 on the
bounce at the back end of last season
including the Cheltenham Mares Hurdle
and the Punchestown Mares Champion
Hurdle to end her season. Early season
targets will be tough to find as she will
carry the weight of those wins and the yard
could be tempted by a step up in trip.
Breeding suggests she would get further
and that would open up a few more
targets. It would throw into the mix The
Long Walk Hurdle at Ascot in December a
race won by this yard last term. Failing
that, November's Ascot Hurdle or the
Relkeel at Cheltenham in January could
be amongst the options. All of this is
providing that she stays over hurdles as
I'm 99% sure she will.

Done very little wrong in 5 starts to date.
Won at last year’s festival taking the
County Hurdle before winning the grade 1
Champion novice hurdle at Punchestown
to end the season. Looks set to head to
this year’s Champion hurdle but will no
doubt have a busy winter over the water in
Ireland before that with a host of possible
targets
at
Punchestown
and
Leopardstown. Targets may include the
Morgiana Hurdle in November, the
Istabraq Festival Hurdle in December and
the Irish Champion Hurdle in January so
keep an eye out for that.Wherever he turns
up he will be a major player.

CURRENT PRICES
Mares Hurdle 6/1
Champion Hurdle 25/1
Stayers Hurdle 16/1
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CURRENT PRICES
Champion Hurdle 8/1
Stayers Hurdle 10/1
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THE NICE GUY

VAUBAN

7-y-o bay gelding
TRAINER W P Mullins
SIRE Fame And Glory (UK)
DAM Kilbarry Beauty (IRE)
DAM’S SIRE Saffron Walden (FR)

4-y-o chestnut gelding
TRAINER W P Mullins
SIRE Galiway (UK)
DAM Waldfest (UK)
DAM’S SIRE Hurricane Run (IRE)

Won the Albert Bartlett at last year's
Festival and followed up to confirm that
form with a win at Punchestown. That
trajectory from this yard would possibly put
him on the path to the Stayers Hurdle this
year. However, the race last year fell apart
somewhat and the race at Punchestown
looked a below par renewal. Still looks to
be some way behind the possible
opposition for that race on ratings and a
step up to the bigger obstacles looks more
likely. We will most likely find out at the
end of November as there is a little
beginners chase there that previous
similar sorts have had as an opener to the
chasing account. If that is the case then
the Brown Advisory would look like the
likely target.

Will be no stranger to anyone having won
3 grade 1 events from just 4 starts for
Willie Mullins including the Triumph
Hurdle. A tilt at the Champion Hurdle
would be the most obvious route now but it
would be no certainty for a yard with so
much ammunition when it comes to these
big festivals. The Triumph doesn’t have a
rich recent history in producing next time
out Cheltenham winners and it may well
pay to follow this one in the run up. A
dabble in the Cesarewitch could not be
ruled out before returning to jumps action.

CURRENT PRICES
Brown Advisory 5/1
Turners Novice 8/1
Stayers Hurdle 10/1
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CURRENT PRICES
Champion Hurdle 8/1

“I think that one will
win - he looks cute and
only has one sock.”
- The Missus
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BYORDEROF
THECOURT

4-y-o bay gelding
SIRE Walk In The Park (IRE)
DAM Iconic Mystery (IRE)
DAM’S SIRE Oscar (IRE)

4-y-o bay gelding
SIRE Court Cave (IRE)
DAM Lucky Hand (IRE)
DAM’S SIRE Shernazar (GB)

Managed to comfortably beat Aintree sales
top purchase Croke park (400k) by a
whopping 10 lengths at Lingstown and will
be a force to be reckoned with this term.
Odds of around 16/1 have already been
quoted for the champion bumper so will be
highly anticipated when making a rules
debut this year.

Snapped up for what looks a bargain price
of 120k for Paul Nicholls on the back of a
very impressive win at Mollington in April.
Was described as “different gravy” by
leading pointer Dale Peters who hopes
that he is now given time and says he will
make up into a decent chaser in time.

BETTER
DAYS
AHEAD

MAN
AT
WORK
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BARRY THE
BUTCHER
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4-y-o bay gelding
SIRE Milan (GB)
DAM Bonnie And Bright (IRE)
DAM’S SIRE Topanoora (IRE)

4-y-o bay gelding
SIRE Workforce (GB)
DAM Shokalocka Baby (IRE)
DAM’S SIRE Accordion (IRE)

Warren Ewing has made absolutely no
secret of the regards that he holds this
son of Milan in and that was duly
respected when joining Gordon Elliot for
a huge sum of 350K. Ewing made
comparisons following his impressive
debut win to his Constitution hill and said
“he’s really a super horse, he has a lovely
head on him and he is going to a great
trainer.”

Has gone to David Pipe for 155k
following an eyecatching run in the same
Lingstown event that has produced Croke
Park and Barry the Butcher. Was coming
with an eyecatching run before coming to
grief at the last and if that run would have
been sustained after the last the this one
looks a snip at that price considering
Croke Park went for 400k.

When a child or young adult is diagnosed with a life limiting condition, Naomi
House & Jacksplace becomes their home from home. Their nursing, care, play
and family support teams are experts in delivering the crucial emotional, spiritual,
developmental, clinical and holistic care that children and young adults with some
of the most complex medical needs require.
They offer vital respite support, giving families the chance to recharge their batteries and
regroup in a calm, fun and welcoming environment. In times of emergency we’re there,
giving families the help they need through difficult times. And at the end of a child or
young adult’s life, we pull out all the stops to give them a peaceful and dignified end,
surrounded by loved ones.
See how you can get involved and support our chosen charity here.
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PADDY POWER GOLD CUP
HANDICAP CHASE
Saturday 12th November
In summary this race has become a great race in recent years for punters to find a bit of a
touch at a decent price with Johns Spirit 7/1 being the shortest priced winner in the past 10
years.
It really pays to side with one that has had a prep run coming into this race with 8 runners in
the past 9 years having had a run in October or early November before coming into this. Of
course we are unable to foresee this at this point but it's a point to note when making a final
selection. Paul Nicholls seems to be the exception to this rule however and his last two
winners of this race had been off for 108 and 219 days.
Another factor that proves to be quite successful is the class angle coming into this race with
at least 15 of the last 25 winners having had at least 1 run in a grade 1 event prior to lining up.
Lesser exposed horses certainly tend to fare better in this race too so keep an eye out for
second season chasers or those with fewer than 10 runs over the bigger obstacles.
And finally. Although the trends have been bucked in recent years both messrs Jonjo O Neill
and Nigel Twiston Davies have been known to target this race. On the contrary to this Nicky
Henderson is yet to saddle a winner from 27 runners and the Irish are also still to hit the target
from 17 that have tried.

KEY TRENDS
19 of the last 22 winners had won or placed over fences at Cheltenham
14 of the last 18 winners had 9 or less runs over hurdles
8 of the last 9 had run within last 35 days
15 of the last 21 winners had run in a grade 1
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PADDY POWER GOLD CUP
HANDICAP CHASE
Look out for…

SHAN
BLUE

TORN AND
FRAYED

Dan Skelton’s 8 y o ticks all the right
boxes here and should he be in the line
up then we would certainly be having a
play. He may be sent to Wetherby for
the Charlie Hall, a race that he had in
the bag last year when coming to grief
some 25 lengths clear but would be
capable of a quick follow up in this too.

Is one from the aforementioned Nigel
Twiston Davies stable that would be of
keen interest if lining up. Would sneak
in at the bottom end of the weights no
doubt and would most likely get a low
key prep race prior to this, although I
doubt they will want him winning that if
this is the target.

THE GLANCING
QUEEN
Would
be
another
likely
sort,
unexposed over fences and has good
course form here for Alan King too,
another who would need his mark
protecting
with
a
low
key
reappearance, that is of course if he
doesn’t buck the trend and come
straight in off a break. Yard are very
capable of readying them for the first
time out run and did so for this race
with Annacotty back in 2015.
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BETFAIR STAYERS
HANDICAP HURDLE
Saturday 19th November
Often a real slog this one and not one for the faint hearted. This race is more often than not
run in very testing conditions, as is regularly the case at Haydock and due to the usual big field
sizes at a stamina sapping pace too.
Another early season handicap that can often suit a lesser exposed sort with recent figures
backing that up too. Of the past 11 winners only 1 had run more than 7 times over hurdles.
This often strongly run race requires a horse to be match fit and to find the winner here you are
best sticking to one that has had a pipe opener and will come into this in tip top shape.Do
however keep a keen eye on Dan Skelton’s yard who have been known to ready one at the
first time of asking and did so here in 2015 with Baradari.
Just having a previous run is not often good enough to get involved however and you will want
to look for one who has won or placed coming and having run within the past 45 days.
A couple of key preparation races to bear in mind are the Aintree Wallasey Handicap Hurdle
and Chepstow’s Silver Hurdle with these 2 races providing 4 winners and 1 runner up in the
last 10 years.
Horses that are unexposed over this longer trip can often be favoured too, stepping up from
around 2 mile 4 furlongs seems to be a big plus in this race with 10 of the last 13 winners
stepping up on their latest run.
Neither the Irish or Paul Nicholls can boast a particularly good record here and both sit at 0
wins from a dozen attempts to date. David Pipe however has won this race on 4 occasions
and is worth a look should he send one out. Nick Williams is the only other trainer to win the
race more than once.

KEY TRENDS
10 of the last 13 winners had run over hurdles 7 times or less
10 of the last 13 winners were aged 5 or 6
12 of the last 17 winners had won or placed last time out
10 of the last 13 winners were stepping up in trip on their last time out run
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BETFAIR STAYERS
HANDICAP HURDLE
Look out for…

BALLYGRIFFIN
COTTAGE

STAG
HORN

Ticks a lot of boxes and looks exactly
the sort who would go well here.
Slightly older than ideal at 7 but was a
late starter and is very unexposed.
Handles testing conditions as shown
with his run at Lingfield and would be a
major threat if lining up.

One from our 50 to follow who could
feature as a bit of a dark horse here.
Prefers the softer ground and could
possibly get this trip having won over 2
mile 5 furlong previously and with a
little more maturity now from his last 2
attempts.

GREEN
BROOK
Venetia Williams horses are renowned
for being mud lovers and this 137 rated
5 year old would be another major
player should he be in the lineup for
this one.
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BECHER
HANDICAP CHASE
Saturday 3rd December
Another often stamina sapping test but this time over the world famous Grand National
fences. In contrast to the previous two races we have looked at, this one really is for
the older and much wiser candidates. Experience really does come to the fore here
with previous winners predominantly having had more than 13 outings over fences and
almost half of previous victors had more than 20 chase starts to their name.
Previous course form is another positive here with over half of the last 12 winners
having run in either the Grand National or this race previously.
Nigel Twiston Davies has won the race on 6 occasions with his latest winner Blacklion
bucking many of the weight and ratings trends back in 2017.
On the whole however it does pay to look for one carrying 10-12 or less and more
often than not much lower still.
A previous win over at least 3 mile is almost an absolute non negotiable and having
won over an extended 3 mile 1 furlong can be viewed as a positive.
The record from the Irish contingent in recent years is pretty dismal with no winners
from 38 runners since 2009 and that is largely down to the better contenders having
their marks protected for a stab at the big one in April.
KEY TRENDS
24 of the last 30 winners had run at least 13 times over fences
21 of the last 30 winners had experience over the Grand National fences
17 of the last 21 winners carried 10-12 or less
13 of the last 17 winners were aged 9+
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BECHER
HANDICAP CHASE
Look out for…
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CHECKITOUT

ECLAIR SURF

Finished 3rd in this race last term
having had just 9 previous runs over
fences. Nigel Twiston Davies, 7 year
old, had never seen the Grand National
fences at this point either so would be
a strong contender if turning up again
this year despite his younger years.

Would make for an interesting entrant
having fell very early in last year's
Grand National. Was one of the more
fancied runners in the big race that
time and it would be good to see him
lineup here. Likes the mud and stays
all day.

COMMODORE

FORTESCUE

From the Venetia Williams stable would
be a notable entry having finished 12th
in the Grand National last term on what
was only a 13th attempt over fences
and a first over the unique aintree
course. Now 10 years old and fits the
bill perfectly for a race of this type.
Mark would be just about right should
he be eased a little from that latest
outing.

Phillip Hobbs has saddled the winner of
this race twice and has another here
that could be in with an excellent
chance of giving him a third. Got a
good way round in last year's Grand
National before unseating Harry
Nugent. Another who likes the soft
ground that will likely be under foot and
could certainly have something to say
should he line up.

ANTE POST
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Charlie Hall Chase

Champion Bumper

Sat 29th Oct (Wetherby)
-----------------------Shan Blue
TBC

Wed 15th March (Cheltenham)
-----------------------Better Days Ahead
20/1 EW

PP Gold Cup

Turners Novice Chase

Sat 12th Nov (Cheltenham)
-----------------------Torn And Frayed
12/1

Thur 16th March (Cheltenham)
-----------------------North Lodge
20/1 EW

Supreme Novice Hurdle

Stayers Hurdle

Tue 14th March (Cheltenham)
-----------------------Special Cadeau
33/1 EW

Thur 16th March (Cheltenham)
-----------------------Blazing Khal
16/1 EW

Champion Hurdle

Mares Novice Hurdle

Tue 14th March (Cheltenham)
-----------------------Vauban
8/1

Thur 16th March (Cheltenham)
-----------------------Luccia
9/1

Browns Advisory Novice Chase

Gold Cup

Wed 15th March (Cheltenham)
-----------------------The Nice Guy
5/1

Fri 17th March (Cheltenham)
-----------------------Gaillard Du Mesnil
50/1 EW

Special guest writer Dean Kilbryde
(SimplyHorse Tips) gives us his thoughts
on a few that could provide a winner or two
for the season ahead.
AN TOBAR
5-y-o
TRAINER Denis Murphy
Couldn’t have been any more impressive
when winning by twenty lengths on debut,
without looking like he had to extend out of
the lower gears. That performance in
isolation
was
enough
to
merit
consideration for our ‘to follow’ list and his
place was sealed when the form was
franked in no uncertain terms with the
second, third and fourth all winning next
time out and a couple of other rivals also
posting subsequent victories. If he can
reproduce performances like his debut
under rules then this promises to be an
extremely exciting season for the
Gentlewave gelding.
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BARRY THE
BUTCHER
4-y-o
TRAINER Cormac Doyle
Was an impressive winner on his
point-to-point debut, readily coming clear
before the second last and being kept up
to his work to cross the line ten lengths
ahead of hot favourite and closest rival
Croke Park, all the while looking like he
had plenty left in the tank if needed. That
Lingstown meeting on the weekend prior
to the Cheltenham Festival is often
targeted by trainers and with the second,
third and one of the fallers all winning next
time out there looks to be plenty of
substance to the form so he looks to have
plenty of untapped potential and rates an
exciting prospect for the season ahead.

BEAR GHYLLS
7-y-o
TRAINER Miss Nicky Martin
A firm personal favourite who showed
plenty of early promise, winning a Warwick
bumper by nineteen lengths on debut
before notching a hat-trick of convincing
victories which resulted in a shot at the
2021 Ballymore Novices Hurdle at
Cheltenham, losing his unbeaten record
but by no means disgraced, finishing an
excellent fourth behind Bob Olinger,
Gaillard Du Mesnil and Bravemansgame
who have all won at Grade 1 level since.
Injury meant he had to sit out of the whole
of last season but as a result his trainer
reports him to be all the better for it,
returning broader, fitter and stronger than
before. He’s an extremely exciting addition
to the novice chasing ranks and should be
capable of seeing out three miles or
maybe even more, so if all goes to plan
throughout the season will be a much
shorter price than the 50/1 currently
available (as at 1st Sept 2022) for the
Brown Advisory Novices Chase at
Cheltenham in March.
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BETTER DAYS
AHEAD
4-y-o
TRAINER Warren Ewing
Trainer Warren Ewing was responsible for
Constitution Hill’s winning point-to-point
debut last season and this year looks to
have brought another exciting prospect to
the fore in Better Days Ahead. It remains
to be seen if he is capable of reaching the
same dizzy heights as a twenty-two
lengths Grade 1 Supreme Novices Hurdle
winner, however his convincing victory at
Lisronagh in February certainly caught the
eye and with the promise of more to come
he warrants a place on the ‘to follow’ list
for the season ahead.

FOREVERWALKING

IMPULSIVE DANCER

4-y-o
TRAINER Pat Doyle

4-y-o
TRAINER Wille Mullins

The April Quakerstown 4yo maiden has
been won by the likes of Champagne
Fever, Bacardy’s, Next Destination and
Brewin’upastorm in recent years and this
year looks to have thrown up an exciting
prospect in Foreverwalking who ultimately
won well despite a combination of
greenness
and
extremely
testing
conditions taking their toll at the end of the
race, meaning the winning distance was
reduced to just a head. He will have learnt
plenty for the experience and should also
come on for a summer out in the fields so
looks to have an exciting future.

An impressive eight length winner of a
Naas bumper on debut, before switching
to Willie Mullins and beating stablemate
and 1/4 favourite Mercurey by three
lengths in a Listed race at Limerick when
last seen in March. Owners Simon Munir
and Isaac Souede have the likes of Blue
Lord, Concertista and El Fabiolo in training
with champion trainer Willie Mullins so
Impulsive Dancer is in great hands and if
he can emulate any of the aforementioned
runners he should be in for a great
season.

REXEM
5-y-o
TRAINER John McConnell
Been kept busy since his debut in March,
racing six times in total and posting three
wins and three placed efforts. Following a
decent third behind the exciting Willie
Mullins runner Hubrisko on hurdles debut
he has since posted back-to-back
victories, firstly when stepping up to
twenty-one furlongs and again when
upped to twenty-three furlongs. On both
occasions he has improved for the greater
test of stamina and although he’s yet to
beat any big named rivals it’s become
obvious that stamina is his forte and if
remaining fit and healthy throughout the
season could be looking at a tilt at the
Albert Bartlett come March.
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